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On August 19, I have just completed my Coast Guard petty officer

training from the Northern coastal patrol bureau's training battalion.

During the training period, I have acquired many legal knowledge re-

quired for us, the Coast Guard men, when carrying out duties, and ben-

efited from case illustrations provided by seasoned teaching officers with

hands-on experience and professionalism, and most memorable being the

bureau director's patient teaching that leaves everyone with a profound

memory.  Upon concluding the training, I return to the Keelung commer-

cial harbor security inspection station to carry out my duties with

newfound anticipation, enthusiasm and vitality.  On August 26, 2005 sta-

tion commander Han Dao-ang has ordered me to change into civilian
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clothing at the dormitories and be ready to participate

in an ambush seizure action, which I begin with exhila-

ration and tenseness.  Little than I expected that I will

be given the opportunity to truly experience a field

criminal investigation so soon.

When we arrived at the Keelung mobile seizure

team and are led into the conference room by seizure

team agent, three criminal policemen from Keelung Po-

lice Bureau's first district have also arrived at the scene

to participate the narcotic crackdown action.  As the per-

sonnel are rounded up, deputy platoon leader Hsuieh

briefs us with a case abstract and the subjects wanted in

this drug seizure, where deputy platoon leader Hsuieh

diligently conducts pre-duty briefing for the mission

planning and equipment preparedness of the special taskforce.  With

due consideration and discussion, it has been decided to divided the

taskforce into two groups, where one will tail the second suspect at his

company, and the other will hide out for ambush at the first suspect's

residence.  The seasoned investigators are responsible for field command

and personnel dispatch that would suffice to respond to any possible

emergency.  Prior to launching, all personnel are rounded up again for a

simulation drill, and to discuss any loophole or overlooked area until all

personnel are fully recognized their tasks and the overall scenario be-

fore setting off to Taipei.

The station commander and I are responsible for tailing the sec-

ond suspect's company in Neihu and feedback the status to allow the

command personnel to grasp the situation awareness.  We hide nearby

the suspect's vehicle to surveillance the surrounding area and estimated
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for possible driving routes.  It so happens that we are in the traffic jam

hours, which adds a certain level of difficulty to our tailing mission.

The tailing mission has not been as easy as I have imagined, for the

suspect continues to alter his driving routes, and how we could only

keep a distance away so not to be discovered by the suspect, let alone

the need to change our vehicle lane so not to arise the suspect's suspicion.

Later, as we arrive at the first suspect's residence, we follow the instruc-

tions for our stakeout move, and wait for the second suspect to go to the

second floor to conduct the drugs trade.  The second suspect is very

cunning, who continues to linger around the house of the first suspect,

and only goes upstairs to close the drug trade following one hour's

observation.  We wait patiently downstairs and finally arrest the sec-

ond suspect half an hour later, and find cocaine and marijuana on him.

Soon after, we move on to arrest the first suspect, and sure enough, a

total of 915g of cocaine and marijuana and a stash of Ecstasy have been

uncovered at the first suspect's residence.

The current cracking down action that seizing the drugs and ar-

resting suspects has greatly boosted the morale, and justified the ex-

tended deployment and wait.  Thinking that it will come to a close when

the case's suspects and stashes are turned in, little do we expect that

this is only the beginning when the suspects are caught.  And what comes

next is an extended interrogation and case dispatch work.  This has also

exposed me to how Taiwan respects the human rights protection.  Yet

the opportunity nevertheless provides me with ample learning and skill

polishing, and an in-depth knowledge of the laws and regulations.  Even

if I didn't have the chance to participate the interrogation and dispatch

work, I still come away with many benefits.

With drug use among local youths and adolescents becoming ram-

pant and continuing on the rise of late, it compels that we must face up

to the problem.  In the past we often focus our attention on the local

people, and frequently ignore the probability of drug peddling by

foreigners.  With local English schools brining in a large influx of for-

eign teachers to Taiwan for English teaching, yet many often fail to con-

duct background check.  Some of the school could be brining in indi-

viduals with criminal background but without knowing it.  The drug

seizure makes me realize that criminal investigation goes beyond per-

sonnel dispatch and tactical planning to conclude a job, but the swift

response on site and a smart dispatch remain the key in the ultimate

success of a mission.  I envision that will continue to perfect my skills in

my future career, and keep up with my learning that would bring a

touch of excitement and highlight to my time spent at Coast Guard, and

be able to contribute my best energy.

(The author is currently with the Keelung Commercial Harbor

security inspection station)


